AGREEMENT

ON COOPERATIVE AND FRIENDSHIP RELATIONS BETWEEN
HANOI CAPITAL CITY AND BANGKOK METROPOLITAN ADMINISTRATION

The Capital City of Hanoi of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration of the Kingdom of Thailand; desiring to promote favorable cooperative and friendship relations between the people of the two capitals; pursuant to the prevailing laws and regulations in the respective countries; have agreed as follows:

Article 1: The cooperation between the two sides, on the basis of mutual benefit and within the limits of their financial and technical capabilities, shall be focused on the following areas:

- City planning
- Trade and investment
- Traffic and transport management
- Human resource management
- Tourism promotions and management
- Promotion of public health and education
- Cooperation in other fields that shall be discussed and determined by the two sides for the mutual benefit

Article 2: In order to obtain effective cooperation of the above-mentioned areas, the two sides will exchange relevant delegations for discussion and decision on the plan and content of the annually cooperation program.

Article 3: The two sides shall keep each other informed of necessary information and documents for implementation of the cooperation programs.

This Agreement was made in Bangkok on the twenty fifth of February in the year two thousand and four in two original copies in English.

[Signatures]

ON BEHALF OF
BANGKOK METROPOLITAN ADMINISTRATION

ON BEHALF OF
HANOI PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE